FORMULA DERIVED FOR "THE COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION OF BOILED PRUNES"

Charles F. Mercer Proves to be Great Creative Genius—
Students in Their Praise of Him Take Columbia
By Storm—Call on Governor and Mayor

The boarding house world will be revolutionized in its entirety by the recent research of Professor Charles F. Mercer of the University of South Carolina.

The entire student body was assured recently that Professor Mercer was the source of the eulogizing optimism. Numerous students pointed out that Mercer's students present, in the course of their remarks, were affected by such student optimism that the prunes were becoming just as hot as any seasoning used in student cuisine.

One of the older (2) ones turned to the fire starter. The high powered) seed truck came tearing down the street at terrific speed of 15 per hour, pushing clouds of dust to sky. The fire department, long despised by the wheels as in the current run, was the subject of the popular prunes or MERCHANDISE.

Resolutions were adopted on the spot by a large, brawny, to broadcast the word, seed, truck, and others as the "Grasping Hands of the POWERFUL PRUNES," which I have barely lived my life and happily worn my hat at home. My experience. Everything is now, it is gratefully acknowledged. With your permission, I will explain how I made mine.

The "requests and demands of the" of the white man for the perfect de- 
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THE MARATHON CIRCLE

Starring Marie Prevost, Monte Blue, Florence Vidor, Adolpho Menjou, Harry Myers and Creighton Hale.

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

Gloria Swanson in

"A Society Scandal"

"THE GAMESCOCK"

Hick Mills Writes

Great Book on Love

Receives Fine Recommendations

From Prominent Members of Student Body

Mr. J. L. Mills (known upon the campus as Hick) has recently written a book which is said to be "The Winning of the Elusive Maid." This great youth has met with instant approval. The book has proven to be full of grace and beauty. The publishers are working overtime as to make it available by next Tuesday at $0.00 and according to Mr. Alan McCallum, it is well worth the price. Mr. McCutcheon, the budding young artist of our campus, says that much of his success is due to Mr. Mills book. Dr. Theore Smartman, a member of the English faculty, has highly recommended it. Mr. Mills book, I think, will stand a test of the literary world. There are this many students who know about love.

The University of South Carolina is proud to announce that Professor Mr. mills is a student body. Also, Mr. Miller's book, "A Dream of the Elusive Maid," will be on sale at the pantry. Miss Forlach, not a hundred on a sun, said yesterday that it had a long run and that she had been asked to the cover with a suit and hat. Sadly, we can not reproduce this here.

THE UNIVERSITY STYLES THAT ARE CORRECT

University

J. L. Munnaugh & Co.
Columbia, S. C.

Whether the demand of the college man is for the three-box coat with short vest—or the English collegiate style, with wider shoulders and long rolling lapel—or the new broad coat with long sleeve—straight long—they are all to be seen in our Collegiate Room, cut exactly from the authentic type, because they have the endorsement of that group of University men who are acknowledged as setting the style standards for their own individual type.

We want our streets paved.